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Uranus after Solstice: Results from the 1998 November 6 Occultation
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We observed a stellar occultation of the star U149 by Uranus from
Lowell Observatory and the IRTF on Mauna Kea on November 6,
1998. The temperatures derived from isothermal fits to the Lowell
lightcurves are 116.7 ± 7.9 K for immersion, and 124.8 ± 15.5 K
for emersion. The secular increase in temperature seen during the
period 1977–1983 has reversed. Furthermore, the rate of decrease
(≥1.2 K/yr) cannot be explained solely by radiative cooling. Al-
though the temperature structure of Uranus’ upper atmosphere
may be related to seasonal effects (e.g., the subsolar latitude) or local
conditions (e.g., diurnally averaged insolation), these observations
suggest nonradiative influences on the temperature, such as adia-
batic heating/cooling or thermal conduction. c© 2001 Academic Press
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Following the discovery of the Uranian ring system in 19
(Elliot et al.1977, Milliset al.1977), Uranus was the subject
intense monitoring by stellar occultations between 1977 (E
and Dunham 1979) and 1983. This was aided by the passa
Uranus through the galactic plane, ensuring an ample supp
occultation stars. This coverage allowed an investigation of t
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and latitude, through the modeling of the refractive defocus
of starlight by the Uranian atmosphere. Seven occultations o
atmosphere of Uranus were observed in the years 1977–1
probing latitudes of−30◦ to 26◦ (Baronet al. 1989). A tem-
perature increase was first noted by Frenchet al. (1983). The
equivalent isothermal temperatures at 1–100µbar derived from
Uranus occultations increased from∼100 K in 1977 to∼170 K
in 1983, with a temporal increase of∼8 K yr−1 (Baronet al.
1989). No correlation with latitude was detected. (Note that
Uranus, the rotational north pole and the IAU definition of
north pole disagree. The rotational north pole is defined so
the planet rotates counterclockwise as viewed from above
rotational north pole. The IAU defines the north pole as the
tation axis that lies on the north side of the invariable plane
the solar system. To facilitate comparisons with earlier pap
latitudes in this paper are given relative to the rotational No
pole of Uranus, following the notation in Baronet al.1989 and
Sicardyet al.1985.)

All published occultations of the Uranian atmosphere at
100µbar occurred before Uranus’ southern summer solstic
1985, except the Voyager UVS occultation in 1986 (Broadf
et al.1986, Herbertet al.1987). Since Uranus’ subsolar latitud
changed from 51◦ in 1977 to 76◦ in 1983, one major goal o
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our observations was to test whether the temperature incr
was secular or cyclical. The subsolar latitude was 37◦ at the
time of the observations reported here (Standishet al. 1995),
more equatorial than the first Uranian occultation in 1977
the temperature variation were tied strictly to season, we wo
expect a temperature slightly less than that observed in 197

2. OBSERVATIONS

Uranus was predicted to occult the star U149 of the list
Klemola and Mink (1991) on 1998 Nov 6 UT with a sky–plan
velocity of 17.61 km/s. We obtained observations at Lowell O
servatory and at NASA’s Infrared Telescope Facility (IRTF)
Mauna Kea, Hawaii (Fig. 1). L. A. Young, M. Buie, and L
Wasserman observed the occultation of U149 by Uranus u
the PCCD camera (Buieet al.1993) at the 72-inch Perkins tele
scope at Lowell Observatory’s Anderson Mesa site in Flags
Arizona. We collected data from 3:30 (Uranus at an altitude
27◦) to 5:47 UT, with the last useful data taken at about 5:
when Uranus was at an altitude of 7.5◦. The sky was photo-
metric. In order to observe continuously for the two hours sp
ning the occultation without exhausting memory limitations,
used 3× 3 on-chip binning, for an effective pixel size of 1.2 ar
sec, a subframe readout with a box size of 20× 20 binned pixels
(60× 60 unbinned pixels), and a data rate of 250 ms per ex

FIG. 1. Uranus and its rings as seen from a topocentric observer a
midtime of the event. Also shown are the tracks of the star as seen
the IRTF and Lowell Observatory, with circles indicating the beginnings
the drawn tracks. The track for the IRTF is slightly north of the track for Low
because Uranus’ topocentric velocity had a significant northward motion du

the event. The north rotational pole (NRP) is indicated; this is the same as
IAU south pole.
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sure. We observed with a methane filter at 0.89µm (0.10µm
FWHM), to decrease the contribution from Uranus. Through t
filter, Uranus was six times brighter than U149, a factor of
improvement over the contrast through a Kron–Cousins R fil
A. S. Bosh and J. L. Elliot observed the emersion event using
NSFCAM at the IRTF. Immersion was not observed, becaus
clouds that cleared before the emersion ring occultations. Un
tunately, remaining thin clouds rendered the IRTF backgrou
levels too unstable for deriving atmospheric temperatures.
remainder of this paper discusses the Lowell observations.

3. ANALYSIS

Because of the large pixel size used at Lowell, we were
able to resolve Uranus and U149 during the event. We p
formed synthetic aperture photometry on the bias-subtrac
images using a circular aperture with a radius of four binn
pixels (4.9 arcsec). The sky was estimated from a region
extended to the edges of the subframe and had an inner ra
of seven pixels (8.61 arcsec). We used the upper baselines
before atmospheric immersion or just after atmospheric em
sion to calculate which synthetic aperture would maximize
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). From these tests, the SNR per p
of the total flux (Uranus+U149) was 56 for immersion, and 2
for emersion. The quality of an occultation can be characteri
by a single dimensionless measure of the noise, (ν⊥/H )1/2ε,
whereν⊥ is the apparent velocity of the star perpendicular
the planetary limb,H is the scale height, andε is the noise per
second of the nomalized flux (Frenchet al.1978). For U149, the
noise measures were rather high compared with other Ura
occultations (see Frenchet al.1983): 0.023 for immersion and
0.044 for emersion, low enough for isothermal fitting, but t
large for direct inversion.

We were able to model the upper and lower baselines of
entire two hours of observations (Fig. 2) with parameters
scribing the flux of Uranus at mid-event, the magnitude diff
ence of the star and Uranus, an extinction coefficient, and th
parameters for a low-altitude equation for airmass valid for a
tudes as small as 6◦ (Snell and Heiser 1968). In this case, we fin
the airmass,X, was well described byX = X′ − 0.0018(X′ −
1)− 0.0029(X′ − 1)2− 0.0008(X′ − 1)3, whereX = csc (alti-
tude) is the usual (high-altitude) expression for the airmass
determine the lower baseline while avoiding contamination
residual stellar flux at the 1% level, we excluded the data
tained less than 10 minutes after the immersion half-light ti
or less than 10 minutes before the emersion half-light time. T
careful removal of the upper and lower baselines was imp
tant because of the rapidly changing airmass during emers
leading to baselines that changed nonlinearly with time.

The geometry of the event was determined using the pole p
tion and ring parameters given by Frenchet al.(1991) and fitting
for the star position offset using the ring geometry method

theBosh (1994). The specific Uranus ring-plane pole, gravitational
harmonic parameters, star position and fitted offset, and ring
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FIG. 2. Overview of event, binned to 1-minute averages. Thick lines indicate the airmasses included in the fits for the airmass correction and baseline estimates.
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At this binning, the narrow rings are not visible.

feature times are listed in Table I. The planet ephemeris u
was DE406. For the geometric fit, we included data from b
Lowell and the IRTF; the varying background levels in the IR
data did not affect the timing of ring features. We used o
those ring features that were described by Frenchet al. (1991)
as having a simple eccentric orbit model, withm= 1; therefore,
we did not include theδ orγ ring timings in this analysis. In ou
nonlinear least-squares fits to the observed ring feature tim
we minimized the residual in ring–plane radius. In this fit,
features were weighted equally. The RMS residual per de
of freedom was 4.6 km for the Lowell and IRTF data togeth
The value of the IRTF data for this event is that the timing
the ring observations allowed us to establish the shadow-p
radius as a function of time from the rings alone, independe
from the atmospheric analysis.

The scale heights (H ) and half-light shadow radii (ρh, the dis-
tance between the observer and the center of the planet’s sh
when the stellar flux is half the unocculted value) were found
fitting large-planet, isothermal models (Baum and Code 19
of normalized flux as a function of shadow radius (Table
Fig. 3). The upper and lower baselines were also allowed t
free parameters, but were within 1% of their expected valu
Correcting for gravitational and refractive bending and for
effects of an oblate planet (Baronet al. 1989), we find the
half-light of the occultation occurred at a latitude of 27.30◦

for immersion and−43.29◦ for emersion, at planet radii (rh)
of 25952.7± 7.6 and 25832.8± 14.8 km, consistent with the
half-light surface predicted by the oblateness model of Ba
et al. (1989). The half-light latitudes of previously publishe
occultations spanned−29.9◦ to 25.8◦ (Baronet al. 1989), so
these observations extend the range of latitudes observed
Uranus’ aspect becomes more equatorial, we can expect occ

tions that probe a wider range of latitudes, including previou
unsampled higher latitudes. This will allow a more accura
sed
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measure of the shape of the constant refractivity surface
1µbar.

To convert scale height to temperature, we use the m
molecular weight of 2.324 amu inferred by Conrathet al.(1987)
from Voyager radio occultations and infrared spectroscopy m
surements, corresponding to a helium mole fraction of 0.152±
0.033. The refractivity at STP at 8900̊A for this mixture is
1.215× 10−4 (Peck and Huang 1977, Mansfield and Peck 196
The effective gravity, g, was computed usingGM =
5,793,939 km3 s−2 (Tyler et al. 1986), harmonic coefficient
defined atR= 26,200 km of J2 = 3.34343× 10−3 and J4 =
−2.885× 10−5 (Frenchet al. 1988), and a rotation period a
the 1µbar level of 17.7 hr derived from Uranus’ oblateness
Baronet al. (1989), yieldingg = 8.48 and 8.52 m s−2 for im-
mersion and emersion, respectively. Because a primary go
this analysis is the comparison with previous observations
attempt was made to account for the vertical variation of g
ity or molecular weight. The equivalent isothermal tempera
for this event was 116.7± 7.9 K for immersion and 124.8±
15.5 K for emersion. An attempt was made to fit simultaneou
for a scale-height gradient and scale height (Elliot and Yo
1992) and to invert the data, but the data did not have a s
ciently high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).

The half-light planet radii were converted to radii in t
shadow plane using the fitted scale height and the calcu
bending resulting from general relativity. The astrometric so
tion then allowed us to calculate the times of half light. The nu
ber density and pressure at half light are derived fr
the half-light planet radius and the scale height (e.g., Baum
Code 1953) using a refractivity at standard temperature and
sure,νSTP, of 1.215× 10−4 (at 0.89µm for a He mole fraction
of 0.152; Allen 1976).
sly
te

When the temperature derived from isothermal fits to occulta-
tion lightcurves are interpreted as indicative of the temperatures
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TABLE I
Geometric Model Parameters

Uranus ring-plane pole (Frenchet al.1991)

α (deg, J2000) 76.5969
δ (deg, J2000) 15.1117
Epoch J2000
∂α/∂t (deg yr−1, J2000) 0.0
∂δ/∂t (deg yr−1, J2000) 0.0

Gravitational harmonic coefficients (Frenchet al.1988)

J2 0.00334343
J4 −0.00002885
J6 0.0

Equatorial radius 26200 km

Star position (Klemola and Mink 1991)

Name U149
Catalogα (J2000) 20 43 29.618
Catalogδ (J2000) −18 49 35.17
α0 (arcsec, J2000) −0.10784± 0.00008
δ0 (arcsec, J2000) −0.02435± 0.00030
Adjustedα (J2000) 20 43 29.6460
Adjustedδ (J2000) −18 49 35.1120

Feature times

Time (UTC on 6 Nov. 1998)

Feature Lowell IRTF
Ingressε 3 39 13.5

δ 3 42 18.0a

γ 3 43 07.0a

η

β 3 45 33.0
α 3 46 39.0
4
5
6

Egress 6
5 5 11 56.0
4 5 12 28.0
α 5 15 06.0
β 5 16 18.0
η 5 18 12.0
γ 5 18 45.0a

δ 5 19 36.0a

ε 5 28 45.0

a These features not used in the geometric fit.

near the half-light level, or pressures near 1−10µbar, they ap-
pear to grossly underestimate the temperatures derived
UVS occultations (e.g. Strobelet al.1991 for Uranus, and Yelle
et al. 1996 for Jupiter). The discrepancy, however, lies not
the temperature, but in the pressure assigned to that tem
ture. This is easily demonstrated for the case of an atmosp

with a constant temperature gradient for which the scale he
is given byH = Hh + H ′(r − rh), whereH is the scale height,
ULTATION BY URANUS 239
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Hh is the scale height at the half-light radius, andH ′ is the scale
height gradient. ForH ′ ¿ 1, such an atmosphere would produ
a lightcurve which is similar in shape to one made by an at
sphere with a constant scale height,Hiso = Hh/(1+ (5/ 2)H ′)
(Elliot and Young 1992), with identical slopes at half-light. (No
that the factor of 5/2 is a correction to an earlier derivation of 3/2
by Goldsmith (1963)). By eliminatingHh, we find thatH = Hiso

whenr = rh − (5/ 2)Hiso. Therefore, the equivalent isotherm
temperature equals the actual temperature at 2.5 scale he
below the half-light level.

The above analysis cannot be applied directly to giant-pla
atmosphere near 1–100µbar, where the derivatives in the sca
height are large and change with height. To address the g
ent problem in realistic atmospheres, we apply the error a
ysis of Frenchet al. (1978). We caution that the Frenchet al.
(1978) analysis was based on the inversion method of oc
tation analysis, rather than forward modeling, so the follow
discussion has yet to be put on a firm mathematical foun
tion.

The normalized flux decreases as an atmospheric occult
proceeds, lowering the SNR for a single datum. Meanwh
because of the differential refraction, equally spaced inter
in altitude get mapped to increasingly larger intervals in tim
With more data points per altitude interval, this tends to
crease the SNR. For measurements of the temperature from
weighted or equally weighted data, Frenchet al. (1978) find
that these two competing effects lead to a minimum in the t
perature’s fractional error 2.6 scale heights below half-lig
This is in agreement with the mild-gradient formula of Elli
and Young (1992), and with the numerical tests of mild g
dients performed by Wasserman and Veverka (1973). For
case at hand, the relevant question is the relevance of isothe
fits, given the complex thermal structure seen in the Uran
atmosphere between 1 and 100µbar. To answer this, we pe
formed isothermal fits to lightcurves generated from the Voya
Ultraviolet Spectrometer (UVS) thermal profile (Herbertet al.
1987). Figure 4 clearly demonstrates that, for realistic at
spheres, the equivalent isothermal temperature is a good
sure of the temperature 2.6 scale heights below the half-
level. Furthermore, for previous observations of Uranian
cultations, the temperatures derived from isothermal fits ag
well with temperatures below half-light derived from inversio
(Frenchet al. 1982, Frenchet al. 1987, Millis et al. 1987)
Therefore, we believe the trends in temperature noted by B
et al. (1989) reflect real changes in the temperature at 1
30µbar.

Are the temperature variations entirely the result of spa
not temporal, inhomogeneity? Although multiple observatio
during a single occultation show that there is spatial varia
in temperature of∼40 K over 30◦ of latitude (from thermal
inversion; Sicardyet al. 1985), there is a spread of 70 K fo
occultations taken at the same latitude, at different times (u
ightisothermal model fits; Baronet al. 1989). This is seen as well
in Fig. 5a, where the temperatures for latitudes−20◦ to −15◦
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TABLE II
Summary of Occultation Results

Half-light time ν⊥ at half-light Scale Height Shadow radius Planet radius Half-light density Half-light pressure Latitude Tempe
Event th (UT) (km/s) H (km) ρh (km) rh (km) nh (1013 cm−3) ph (µbar) θ (◦)a T (K)

Im 4:02:27.17± 0.98 −6.958 49.7± 3.4 25870.2± 6.8 25952.7± 7.6 6.44± 0.66 1.04± 0.18 27.30 116.7± 7.9
Em 5:13:14.32± 1.89 7.025 54.4± 6.5 25740.7± 13.3 25832.8± 14.8 7.39± 1.32 1.27± 0.40 −43.29 124.8± 15.5
a
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Latitudes are defined relative to the rotational north pole.

and+4◦ to +9◦ both show strong temporal variation. Baro
et al. (1989) plot temperature versus latitude and show no s
tematic trend. Although there undoubtedly are spatial variati
in the Uranian atmosphere, there must be temporal variation
well.

While Frenchet al. (1983) and Baronet al. (1989) inter-
preted the temperature increase as a suggestion that the Ur
middle atmosphere tends to heat and cool as a whole, these
lier observations were limited to latitudes between−30◦ and

20◦. Probes of the middle atmosphere by the Voyager UVS

ultation
s
per plott

latitude, may help to separate latitudinal, seasonal, and diurnal

at higher latitudes indicate latitudinal variability at the 0.1 to

FIG. 3. Normalized stellar flux during immersion (lower) and emersion (upper, offset by 0.5) as a function of distance from the center of the occ
shadow, for the 1998 November 6 occultation observed from Lowell Observatory. The smooth, thick lines are the best-fit isothermal lightcurves, as decribed in
the text and in Table II. The data are shown as thin lines. To aid the comparison of data and model, the data have been binned by a factor of 10 (2.5 sed

variations.
point). The fits were performed on the unbinned data. The increase in the r
fluctuations in the Uranian atmosphere.
n
ys-
ns
s as

nian
ear-

1µbar level (Herbertet al. 1987), leading Strobelet al. (1991)
to suggest radiatively driven adiabatic cooling of the sunlit hem
sphere. Another interesting possibility is that we are seeing
urnal weather patterns. By coincidence, Uranus passed sou
the occulted star for the event reported here and all those
ported in Baronet al. (1989). Therefore, the presolstice even
reported in Baronet al. (1989) probed the dawn limb, while thi
event probed the dusk limb. The observation and analysis of
cultations that are closely spaced in time, but widely spaced
esiduals during the main drop is caused by scintillation spikes from small-scale density
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FIG. 4. Isothermal fits to realistic atmospheres. Three representative nonisothermal atmospheres are plotted on the left-hand column. The m
(model B) is the “compromise” atmosphere of Herbertet al. (1987), while the pressures in models A and C have been arbitrarily divided or multiplied by a f
of 10. The synthetic occultation lightcurve for each atmosphere is plotted as a solid line on the right-hand column, with the best-fit isothermal lightcurve plotted
as a dashed line. Notice the similarity of the two curves, especially for models A and B. On the left-hand plots, the thick line indicates the region corresponding to

one scale height above half-light to four scale heights below. The plus marks the equivalent isothermal temperature (Tiso) at the half-light pressure (ph), while the
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diamond marksTiso at 2.6 scale heights below half-light. Note the close agr

4. DISCUSSION

4.1. Heating Sources

Stellar occultations are most sensitive to a region span
roughly one scale height above the half-light level to four sc
heights below (Frenchet al. 1978), corresponding in this case
pressures of∼0.3 to 55µbar, or number densities of 2× 1013

to 3× 1015 cm−3. Radiative–convective models of the Urani
upper atmosphere generally assume that the temperature is
mined by the balance between radiative heating by CH4 in the
near infrared and cooling by hydrocarbons, including CH4 at
7.7 µm (Appleby 1986, Appleby 1990, Marley and McKa
1999). However, several lines of evidence suggest that abs
tion of sunlight by hydrocarbons in the near infrared is

the only source of heating in the Uranian atmosphere at th
pressures.
ement of the lower point with the original atmospheric profile in all three ca

ing
le

o

n
eter-

y
orp-
ot

The first line of evidence comes from a comparison of
served temperatures to those predicted by radiative equilib
models, which find the temperatures needed for the radia
heating and cooling rates to balance. Frenchet al. (1983) esti-
mated the heating rate in the 3.3µm band of CH4 to be only
0.3 K yr−1, for a CH4 mixing ratio of 3× 10−5 (from Appleby
1980) and a normalized diurnally averaged insolation of 1/4.
Using the same mixing ratio, Sicardyet al. (1985) found that
absorption of solar UV flux by CH4 between 1000 and 1500̊A
dominated over IR heating at pressures lower than 5–10µbar,
for the occultation geometries observed to date. The radia
cooling rates are strongly temperature dependant; Frenchet al.
(1983) calculated radiative cooling rates at a variety of num
densities and temperatures as a result of CH4 (at a mixing ra-

−5 −8
esetio of 3× 10 ) and C2H2 (at a mixing ratio of 2× 10 ), and
found cooling rates at 1014 cm−3 that ranged from 0.066 K yr−1
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FIG. 5. (a) Equivalent isothermal temperature versus date of observa
from Baronet al. (1989) and this work. The temperatures in Baronet al. (1989)
have been adjusted to use the values of mean molecular weight and gravita
harmonic coefficients described in the text. Latitudes range from−34◦ to+27◦
with most of the measurements falling within two narrow latitude bands:−20◦
to−15◦ (diamonds) and+4◦ to+9◦ (circles). All other latitudes are plotted a
crosses. Baronet al. do not provide error bars for temperatures, but from th
discussion of errors for half-light times and the scaling of Frenchet al. (1978), we
estimate these measurements have errors typically around 1–5 K. (b) Sub
latitude (defined with the rotational North pole at+90◦) vs. date. (c) The solar
f10.7 index versus date, a proxy for solar UV activity (Covington 1969).

at 100 K to 71.4 K yr−1 at 175 K. Similarly, Sicardyet al. (1985)
found cooling rates of∼10 K yr−1 at 140 K. A detailed non-
LTE calculation by Appleby (1990) found radiative–equilibriu
temperatures at the 1 to 100µbar region of 120–125 K for a CH4
mixing ratio of 2× 10−5. Thus, all observed temperatures e
cept those from 1977 (Fig. 5a) are warmer than expected f
radiative equilibrium.

The heating rates described above relied on pre-Voyager
mates of the hydrocarbon mixing ratios. With the Voyager UV
measurements of CH4 in the upper atmosphere (Herbertet al.
1987, Bishopet al. 1990), the discrepancy between observed a
predicted temperatures has widened. Marley and McKay (19
recently applied a radiative–convective model to the Uran
atmosphere, using CH4 abundances at 1µbar that range from
10−10 to 10−7, spanning the UVS stellar occultation value
6× 10−9. Their predicted temperatures are significantly low
than those observed between 10 and 100µbar. In particular,

the equilibrium temperature at 30µbar for the nominal UVS
abundance is predicted to be less than 100 K.
T AL.

on,
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The second line of evidence for additional heating sour
comes from the presence of large-scale features in the the
profiles derived from the inversion of stellar occultations (Fren
et al. 1983). Thermal conduction acts to elimintate temperat
contrasts. Frenchet al. (1983) estimate that a heating rate
1–10 K yr−1 is required to maintain the large nonisotherm
structures observed in the Uranian upper stratosphere in the
of thermal conduction.

The final line of evidence comes from the temperature r
derived from stellar occultations observed between 1977
1983, which requires a heating source capable of changing
temperature by∼8 K/year (Fig. 5a; Baronet al. 1989, French
et al. 1983).

Suggestions for the additional heating term have includ
absorption of sunlight by CH4 in the ultraviolet (Sicardyet al.
1985), radiation propagating downward from a hot thermosph
(Marley and McKay 1999), heating by infalling dust (Rizk an
Hunten 1990), deposition of energy carried by dissipating gr
ity waves (Frenchet al. 1983), and Joule heating, which arise
from the collisions between ions and the neutral atmosph
(Herbertet al. 1987).

4.2. Cooling by Radiation

As shown in Fig. 5a, the heating trend observed between 1
and 1983 has reversed. We have already argued for the pres
of an unknown nonradiative heating source. Can the net coo
between 1983 and 1998 be explained simply as the result o
lessening of this heating source? Initially, it seems plausible t
the heating source may be tied to the subsolar latitude (Fig.
or the solar cycle (Fig. 5c). However, we show below that t
radiative cooling rates are far too slow to explain the observ
decrease in temperature.

A radiative–convective, seasonal model of the Uranian atm
sphere is beyond the scope of this paper. Rather, we show
inadequacy of radiative cooling analytically, even for the mo
favorable case. For the hydrocarbons to radiate as efficie
as possible, we assume that the methane, ethane, and ace
bands are optically thin, and in local thermodynamic equil
rium. In addition, we make the flagrantly unrealistic assum
tion that there is no source of heating to balance the radia
cooling.

Under these extreme assumptions, the cooling rate can be
pressed asdT/dt = −aξe−b/T , whereξ is the mole fraction
of the radiator,a = 8πShν3/(c2mcp), and b = hν/k. Here S
is the band strength in Hz molecule−1 cm2, c is the speed of
light, m is the mean mass of a molecule,cp is the specific heat
at constant pressure (1.45× 108 erg K−1 g−1), h is Planck’s
constant in erg s,ν is the frequency of the transition in Hz
andk is Boltzmann’s constant in erg K−1. Using the 1996 edi-
tion of the HITRAN database (Rothmanet al. 1992), we find
a = 1.11× 1011, 7.66× 109, and 8.27× 1010 K yr−1andb =
1868.1, 1169.5, and 1034.8 K for CH4, C2H6, and C2H2, respec-

tively. For the mole fractions considered in Marley and McKay
(1999), the radiative cooling rate at 30µbar is dominated by the
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7.7µm band of CH4. In the case of cooling by a single ban
the cooling rate can be explicitly integrated to give the tim
1t , required to cool from an initial temperatureTi to a final
temperatureTf ,

1t =
(
eb/Tf − eb/Ti

)− b(Ei(b/Tf )− Ei(b/Ti ))

aξ
, (1)

whereEi is the exponential integral (Abramowitz and Steg
1964).

Two events were observed in early 1983, with equival
isothermal temperatures of 177.4 and 163.5 K (Baronet al.
1989). The two events reported here, observed in late 1998
equivalent isothermal temperatures of 116.7± 7.9 and 124.8±
15.0 K. The nominal drop is therefore from∼170 to∼122 K,
for a nominal rate of 3 K yr−1. Again, to be extremely conserva
tive, we decrease the temperature difference by 15 K on e
extreme, and ask how long it would take to cool the atmosph
from 155 K to 137 K. Using the CH4 mixing ratio of 1× 10−6

at 30µbar assumed by Marley and McKay (1999), we fi
that even the most optimistic cooling rates would require o
4000 years to produce the observed decrease in temperatu
order to produce the observed drop in only 15.6 years wo
require a methane mole fraction of at least 5× 10−5. There
is evidence that the pressure of Jupiter’s homopause cha
with solar cycle (Wolven and Feldman 1998), and presuma
Uranus’s homopause can change as well, leading to var
mole fractions at 30µbar. If the stratospheric methane mo
fraction is 10−4, as assumed by Marley and McKay (1999), t
eddy diffusion coefficient would need to change by an orde
magnitude in order to bring enough CH4 up to the occultation
pressure levels (Herbertet al.1987). If the stratospheric methan
mole fraction is only slightly less, then no amount of eddy m
ing can supply the methane required to cool the atmospher
radiation through its 7.7-µm band.

At 100 to 175 K, two CH4 molecules are less efficient radiato
than a single molecule of either C2H2 or C2H6 by two to three
orders of magnitude, raising the possibility that changes in
solar cycle can increase the photochemical production of C2H2

or C2H6, leading to an increased radiative cooling rate. Aga
we ask how large a mole fraction is required to decrease
temperature from 155 to 137 K in 15.6 years, and find minim
mole fractions of 1.4× 10−7 for C2H2 or 3.8× 10−6 for C2H6.
From the Voyager 2 UVS occultations, Bishopet al. (1990) in-
ferred molar fractions of only 10−12 for ethane and acetylene
30µbar, more than seven orders of magnitude too small. S
the photochemically produced C2H2 and C2H6 should vary by
less than a factor of 3 between solar minimum and solar m
mum (Moseset al.2000), photochemistry alone cannot produ
a sufficiently large radiative cooling rate. This conclusion is s
ported by Marley and McKay (1999), who show that chang
the C2H2 and C2H6 abundances by a factor of 10 does not
fect the temperatures at 1–100µbar. The UVS profiles of ethan

and acetylene peak at∼200µbar, with mole fractions that are
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slightly less than 10−7. Again, to bring the large stratospher
mixing ratios upward to the occultation level would require
order-of-magnitude increase in the eddy diffusion coefficie
(Herbertet al.1987).

Cooling from H+3 emission probably originates from highe
altitudes than those probed by the occultation (Traftonet al.
1999; Encrenazet al.2000a, 2000b). The cooling rate from th
CO rotational transitions can be expressed asdT/dt = −aξTb,
wherea = 0.506 K yr−1 andb = 2.134, andξ is again the mole
fraction of the emitter. In analogy to the rotation–vibration line
we can integrate this to find the time required to cool from
initial temperatureTi to a final temperatureTf .

1t = 1

aξ (b− 1)

(
1

Tb−1
f

− 1

Tb−1
i

)
. (2)

For ξCO = 3× 10−8 (Marley and McKay 1999),1t is longer
than 28,000 years.

The above discussion strongly suggests nonradiative coo
mechanisms in the Uranian upper atmosphere, in addition to
nonradiative heating mechanisms already inferred. This me
anism is currently unknown, but below we briefly consider tw
candidates: the loss of energy to the stratosphere through
mal conduction, and adiabatic cooling resulting from a sm
vertical wind.

4.3. Cooling by Conduction

One way to remove energy from the upper atmosphere is
conduction to the lower atmosphere. To cool the entire occ
tation region (fromplow = 0.3 µbar to phigh = 55 µbar) at a
ratedT/dt, a flux of F = (dT/dt)cp(phigh− plow)/g has to be
conducted away.F = 0.90 or 0.35 erg cm−2 s−1 for our nominal
or conservative rates ofdT/dt = 3 or 1.2 K yr−1, respectively,
The flux is related to the thermal gradient throughF = κ dT/dz,
whereκ is the thermal conductivity. ForT in K and κ in erg
cm−1 s−1 K−1, κ = 252T0.751 (Hanley et al. 1970), implying
a thermal gradient of 8.5 K km−1 is needed to cool the at
mosphere at the nominal rate of 3 K yr−1, or a gradient of
3.3 K km−1 to cool at the conservative rate of 1.2 K yr−1. This
is somewhat higher than the gradients observed by the V
ager UVS (Herbertet al.1987), which peak at 1.1 K km−1 near
1–6µbar, and then decrease to 0.3 K km−1 from 6–500µbar.
This suggests that thermal conduction alone is an unlikely ca
date for the responsible cooling mechanism, especially sinc
with the radiative cooling argument, we have made a “best ca
scenario by ignoring heating sources. However, the UVS th
mal profiles underestimated the thermal gradients near 1µbar
on Jupiter by a factor of 3 (Festouet al. 1981, Younget al.
1997), so we cannot rule out a similar readjustment here. As
Jupiter, one way to constrain the thermal gradients in this reg
is by measurements of the temperatures near the homop
from H fluorescence (Liu and Dalgarno 1996), in combinati
2

with ground-based and UVS occultations (Yelleet al.1996).
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4.4. Heating and Cooling by Adiabatic Vertical Motion

Given the difficulties associated with cooling by radiation
conduction, we turn now to dynamical effects, such as adiab
cooling. We show below that adiabatic cooling can easily
count for the observed heating and cooling rates. Furtherm
the adiabatic cooling may be driven by the momentum dep
tion of breaking gravity waves. A complete global circulati
model would answer specific questions about the feasibility
the proposed cooling mechanism, such as the link between c
lation and season, but is beyond the scope of this paper. Ins
we use scaling arguments and simplified dynamical equati
following McLandress (1998).

Local upward adiabatic motion of the Uranian atmosph
causes local cooling, as suggested by Strobelet al. (1991) to
explain 200 K contrasts seen at 1–10µbar, and quantitatively
modeled by Flasaret al. (1987) to explain∼2 K temperature
contrasts seen near the tropopause. Any mechanism tha
pends on adiabatic cooling implies either a global compres
or rarefaction of the upper atmosphere, or a corresponding re
of adiabatic heating. The regions of corresponding downwel
may be at higher latitudes or at other local times of day.

The results of Section 4.2 suggest that radiative heating
cooling can be ignored to first order, compared with the obser
heating or cooling rate. If radiative processes can be igno
then the vertical windW required to change the temperature
a ratedT/dt is given by

W = − R

N2H

dT

dt
, (3)

whereR is the gas constant,H is the scale height, andN is the
Brunt–Väisällä frequency. A nominal temperature decrease
3 K yr−1 would require a vertical wind of only 0.016 cm s−1.

If the large-scale circulation can be treated as approxima
two-dimensional in height and latitude, as it can in the Ear
middle atmosphere, then the continuity equation relates m
dional wind (V) to the vertical wind,

1

a cosθ

∂

∂θ
(V cosθ )+ 1

ρ

∂

∂z
(ρW) = 0 , (4)

wherea is the planetary radius,θ is the latitude, andρ is the
mass density. If the meridional wind varies on a length sc
comparable to the planet radius, and the quantityρW varies on
a length scale comparable to a scale height, then the magn
of V can be estimated to be of the order (a/H )W, or roughly
8 cm s−1. This rough estimate applies to meridional winds th
are either inter-hemispheric or symmetric about the equato
the circulation follows a diurnal pattern, then an analogous c
tinuity equation estimates the deviation of the zonal wind fr

its zonal mean, with a similar magnitude estimate.
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The horizontal momentum equation for the zonal wind c
be simplified as

∂U

∂t
− f V = Fu, (5)

whereU is the zonal wind,f is the Coriolis parameter, an
Fu is the zonal momentum source. The equation for∂V/∂t is
similar, and applies if we assume that the circulation is a diu
pattern. If we assume that the zonal wind changes slowly ov
Uranian day, we can ignore the acceleration of zonal wind,
set∂U/∂t = 0. If we evaluatef at a latitude of 45◦, then we
can estimate that a cooling rate of 3 K yr−1 can be caused by
a zonal momentum source of 0.0016 cm s−2. This source is not
unreasonably large; the momentum source apparently requ
to explain the temperatures in the Earth’s mesosphere is a
0.1 cm s−2 (Andrewset al.1987, p. 305).

The processes of momentum deposition and adiabatic c
ing outlined above is analogous to that which causes the
temperatures in the Earth’s summer mesosphere (e.g., And
et al. 1987, McLandress 1998). In the Earth’s summer me
sphere, the zonal momentum source is driven by the depos
of momentum carried by breaking gravity waves. The Eart
an imperfect analogy for two reasons. First, adiabatic coo
in the terrestrial mesosphere leads to cooler equilibrium t
peratures, rather than a time derivative of temperature as in
Eq. (2). Second, the mesospheric circulation on the Earth
ing solstice is primarily upwelling in the summer hemisphe
with downwelling in the winter hemisphere. In contrast, Uran
temperatures increase from 1977 to 1983 at both northern
southern equatorial latitudes (Fig. 5a), suggesting downwel
in both hemispheres. Nevertheless, we can investigate wh
similar forcing is expected on Uranus based on observed w
in the upper atmosphere.

To estimate the momentum forcing from breaking grav
waves on Uranus, we turn to parameterizations of gravity w
drag. Gravity waves are, in general, too small-scale to incl
in global circulation models. The solution is to parameter
the global effect of the interaction of small-scale gravity wav
and the mean flow. Several parameterizations successfull
produce the mesospheric temperatures on the Earth; for the
pose of evaluating the viability of the mechanism on Uranus,
use the Lindzen parameterization (Lindzen 1981). In this s
ple parameterization, a single wave grows in amplitude until
temperature gradients of the wave are large enough that the
becomes convectively unstable; at this point, the instability
the wave leads to eddy diffusion that is just large enough
limit the growth of the wave, and maintain gradients within t
adiabatic lapse rate. For a saturated wave propagating throu
windless background atmosphere, the zonal momentum so

Fu = kc3

2N H
= kN2

2Hm3
, (6)
where k = 2π/Lh and m= 2π/Lz are the horizontal and
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vertical wavenumbers,c is the horizontal phase speed, andLh

andLz are the horizontal and vertical wavelengths. We can
ther relatek andm to the eddy diffusion coefficientD,

D = N

2H

k

m4
, (7)

allowing us to express the forcing in terms of the vertical wa
length of the breaking wave:

Fu = DN
2π

Lz
. (8)

Using D = 104 cm2 s−1 (Atreya et al. 1991, and reference
therein), we can estimate that breaking gravity waves with v
cal wavelengths ofLz = 2.5 km may be responsible for a coo
ing rate of 3 K km−1 in the Uranian upper atmosphere. T
vertical wavelength can also be estimated independently o
eddy diffusion coefficient from the stratification of the grav
waves, as characterized byLh/Lz = m/k. From simultaneou
measurements of a 1980 Uranus occultation at sites sepa
by 25 to 150 km, Frenchet al. (1982) estimatem/k ≈ 60. Sub-
stitution into Eqs. 5 and 6 yieldsLz ≈ 11 km andD = 4.5×
104 cm2 s−1.

Waves with vertical wavelengths in the range of 2 to 11
have been seen in the upper atmosphere of Uranus. In p
ular, Frenchet al. (1983) report “variations of a few tenths
a degree Kelvin over an altitude range of a few kilomete
The implied thermal gradient is comparable to the adiab
lapse rate (g/cp = 0.6 K/km), characteristic of saturated gra
ity waves. These waves may be generated at lower altitudes
energy required to generate these waves is<0.05 erg cm−2 s−1

(Frenchet al. 1983), a negligible fraction of the incident sol
energy. However, the waves seen in Uranus’s stratosphe
10 to 0.4 mbar in Voyager radio occultation data (Hinson
Magalhaes 1991) yield momentum forcing that is an orde
magnitude too small to drive the required vertical winds.

The wave-driven adiabatic heating and cooling rates discu
here arise from the interaction of the wave’s momentum
with the background winds. They are distinct from either
direct deposition of the wave energy flux during dissipati
or the cooling that results from turbulent heat flux. The s
of these two competing effects leads to a heating or coo
rate that is proportional toN2D/2cp (0.3 K yr−1), where the
constant of proportionality can be either positive or negat
depending on unknown parameters such as the eddy Pr
number and the vertical variation of eddy diffusion (Stro
et al.1985, Schoeberlet al.1983). Therefore, on Uranus as
Earth, waves may affect mesospheric temperatures more thr
momentum transport than through energy transport.

The discussion in this section is intended only to demons
the viability of the dynamical cooling, and is admittedly not se
consistent. In particular, the estimate of the vertical wavelen

assumed no vertical shear of horizontal winds, even though
tudinal changes in temperature will induce zonal winds throu
ULTATION BY URANUS 245
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the thermal wind equation. A more complete analysis wo
require information about the winds in the Uranian middle
mosphere, and the application of a global circulation model

5. CONCLUSIONS

From two probes of the Uranian upper atmosphere
November 6, 1998, we derive equivalent isothermal temp
tures of 116.7± 7.9 K for immersion, and 124.8± 15.5 K for
emersion, indicating that the warming trend observed betw
1977 and 1983 has reversed. If interpreted as a purely temp
change, the 1998 observations indicate a cooling rate of 3 K yr−1.
This cooling rate cannot be caused by radiative processes a
Thus, the observations presented here strongly suggest that
is a nonradiative energy sink in the Uranian upper atmosph
Possibilities for the sink include thermal conduction to the stra
sphere, and adiabatic cooling.

We estimate that thermal conduction, transporting ene
from a warm upper atmosphere to a cooler stratosphere, ca
fectively cool the upper atmosphere if there are thermal gradi
near 50µbar of 3–10 K km−1. The Voyager UVS observation
at this pressure argue against such steep gradients.

Alternatively, the cooling can be dominated by dynamics
vertical wind of 0.016 cm s−1 will cause adiabatic cooling a
3 K yr−1. We argue that a wind of this magnitude can be crea
by the deposition of momentum by breaking gravity waves w
vertical wavelengths of 2–11 km, in a process similar to t
which cools the summer mesopause on the Earth. Furtherm
waves of the required wavelength and amplitude have been
in thermal profiles derived from Uranian occultations.

These two mechanisms can be tested by (i) the comb
tion of H2 airglow spectroscopy and refractive occultations
constraining gradients in the 1–100µbar region (as has bee
done for Jupiter; see Yelleet al. 1996), (ii) continued observa
tions of Uranian occultations to track the variation of temp
atures with season, latitude, and insolation, and (iii) the us
seasonal global circulation models to investigate the interac
of breaking gravity waves with mean winds.
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